Abstract-An improved method of motor detection based on symbolic time series analysis is proposed, and the method adaptively partition off the region which has the most symbols in the symbolic series into two new regions, which enhances the sensitive degree of symbols to the signal. Except that the fuzzy relative entropy is introduced in the paper to improve the reliability of the diagnosis results. Laboratory experiments of fault diagnosis of inductive motor show that comparing with the uniform partition, the new method is more sensitive to the system and also owns a stronger robustness and a better reliability.
I. INTRODUCTION
n industrial processes, where a motor is playing a key role as a prime-mover or energy conversion device, a sudden machine failure will likely result in an overall process failure. Moreover, a severe fault such as inter-turn short circuit may lead to irreversible damage to the stator winding and core [1] - [2] . In other words, early stage fault detection will enable orderly process shutdown, thereby avoiding expensive repairs and minimizing lost production time. Meanwhile the technology of motor detection online raises researchers' concern about it more and more [3] - [5] . This paper would introduce a new inter-turn short circuit detecting way based on symbolic time series analysis (SATA). Though the new method is simple, it's very effective to detect the anomalous condition of motor quickly and accurately. Signal processing technology develops in two parallel ways all the times, and one is real number series processing the other is symbolic series processing. Symbolizing the real number into symbolic series then establishing the symbolic series model is a new approach for understanding the characters of real number series system. Symbolizing the real number, namely, coarsely deal the original data, and remove the nonessential characters meanwhile remain the information which could express the key character of system. Wei. Hu is with Automation Department, Shenyang Aerospace University, Shenyang, CO 110136 China (phone:86-024-89724448; e-mail: hwspeedcn@ yahoo.com.cn).
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It will be beneficial to mine the hidden pattern by the symbolic series model based on above mentioned. An outstanding merit of SATA is that the calculating efficiency using the way is much higher than the calculating efficiency using original data, moreover, SATA is not sensitive to the measure noise, and hence it has a good robustness.
II. SYMBOLIC TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
SATA is an analysis method originated from Symbolic Dynamics theory, Chaos time series analysis and information theory, and its essence is symbolizing the series data. The basic idea of symbolizing data is that discrete the time series data at several possible values, and turn possible values of data series into several symbolic series which are different from each other. SATA are widely applied in physics field and hydromechanics field, and it's a new research field that use SATA to detect the anomaly of complex system. Recently, USA Army Research Office has interested in the research field, and a fault detecting system has been successfully applied in electromechanical field by A.Ray who comes from Pennsylvania State University.
SATA includes the symbolizing of time series data and the statistics quantitative analysis of symbolic series.
A. Symbolize the time series
The basic idea of symbolizing the time series data is discrete many different time series into several possible values. The data is assigned to one of the symbols (the number of symbol is n) depending on the magnitude of the given data (for example, n=2, the time series data is assigned to A or B; n=4, the time series data is assigned to A, B, C or D.). The number n is called the size of symbol set. For example, symbolizes data series, (2, 3,-1,-2,-2,-1, 1), if symbol size is chosen to 2, then {A, B} is the symbol set. If symbolizing the data series depends on the positive and negative of the data value, namely, the data is denoted by A if the data is greater than zero, the data is denoted by B if the data is smaller than zero, then, the symbolic time series are denoted by AABBBBA, the process of symbolizing is shown in Figure 1 .
Some literatures proposed different approaches for constructing symbol sequence from time series data, which include the way based on maximum cluster and the way based on entropy, besides, literature [6] given a symbolic false nearest neighbors approach that optimized the generating partition by avoiding topological degeneracies.
Application of Motor Fault Detection Based on Symbolic Time Series Analysis
Wei. Hu , Liang. Wen , Lei. Gao Wavelet could perfectly analyze character of the local time domain and frequency domain, and using wavelet to analyze the characteristic frequency of typical fault could detect the fault signal effectively. Thus, the anomaly condition can be effectively detected by analyzing the symbolized wavelet coefficients after wavelet transformation. An important practical advantage of SATA is that the efficiency of numerical computation is greatly increased over what it would be for the original data, and the analysis result will be more accurate. A threshold-based uniform partitioning scheme was introduced in [7] . In this approach, the maximum and minimum of the scale series are evaluated and the ordinates between the maximum and minimum are divided into equal-sized regions. These regions are obviously mutually disjoint and thus form a partition. Each region is then labeled with one symbol from the alphabet. If the data point lies in a particular region, it is coded with the symbol associated with that region. Thus, a sequence of symbols is created from a sequence of scale series data.
Partitioning is a key step in SATA. For evenly distributed signal, the way of uniform partitioning is ideal, but most signals are non-even. Intuitively, it is more reasonable if the regions with more information are partitioned finer and those with sparse information are partitioned coarser. Traditional uniform partitioning can't realize what mentioned above obviously. To achieve this objective, and improve the shortcoming of the uniform partitioning, an alternative approach is proposed for partitioning, which is based on maximization of entropy and is called adaptive partitioning approach in the sequel.
Adaptive partitioning approach is presented below.
(1). Uniform partition n regions between the maximum and the minimum of the series data, then n symbols are generated, and symbolized the series data with n symbols.
(2). Decide whether go ahead partitioning by calculate Shannon entropy. In this paper, ( ) H n is chosen as the Shannon entropy after symbolizing series data. ( ) H n can be expressed as:
where i p represents the probability of occurrence of the symbol i B . Define:
Choice the threshold h ε , and 0
ε , then go to step 3, otherwise quite.
(3). Find the region that the probability of the symbol is the biggest, and then partition off the region into two regions uniformly. Same time, 1 n n = + . The new symbol region is added in the finer data area, and the resolution of symbolic analysis of the finer data area is enhanced. (4) . Process the series data and turn to symbols again depend on the approach mentioned above. Go to step 2.
After adaptive partitioning, the intensive data are partitioned finer and the sparse data are partitioned coarser, then the intensive regions which include abundant signal information are even more sensitive to the variations of signal. So the approach catches the anomaly of motor more quickly and sensitively. Figure 2 and figure 3 express the circumstances of uniform partitioning and adaptive partitioning respectively.
III. SYMBOL STATISTIC ANALYSIS
A. Occurrence probability of symbol After symbolizing the series data, the characters of symbol series should be extracted, and then the characters of the symbol series should be counted and analyzed. In this paper, the occurrence frequencies of the symbols in the symbol series are made count on by the symbol statistic method, calculate the number N of all the occurrence symbols and the occurrence time i m of a certain symbol in the symbol series. Then the symbol occurrence probabilities 
i p is the occurrence probability of symbol i in symbol series. From the analysis on the occurrence probability of symbol, the anomaly of motor can be recognized. The probability vector can be expressed intuitively by the histogram of symbols series. When the elements of fault characters are included in the collected data, the big change would happen according the occurrence probabilities of symbols, the histogram of symbols will change obviously. What it tells that the motor is operating under the anomaly condition, and predicts that the motor even could break down. Then the maintainer could detect the anomaly of the motor as soon as possible, and prevent the disaster originating from motor fault.
An anomaly detection index M is selected in this paper in order to discriminate whether the signal is a fault signal, and the index is the relative entropy of the symbol occurrence probability. 
B. Fuzzy relative entropy
The method by anomaly detection index could classify the motor into health and fault, but the method just recognizes the condition of motor roughly. In order to detect the fault effectively and enhance the reliability of diagnosis for motor, fuzzy recognizing method is adopted in this paper. In process of fuzzy recognizing, the occurrence probability of the sample of health signal is selected as the standard. Calculate the membership degree of the occurrence probability of fault signal towards the health signal, and then realize the fuzzy process. Cauchy distribution is adopted as membership degree function, as below:
, >0, >0 x xa
Where a is the occurrence probability of standard health signal, and α β are bigger than zero. Usually,
Relative entropy is a reliable measurement of information difference between two probability distributions. As for fuzzy information difference, the fuzzy relative entropy is appropriate. Suppose that 
: ( ( ), ( ))
Then, the fuzzy relative entropy of fuzzy vector A and B is:
The equation above indicates the difference of the two fuzzy vectors, however thinking about that ( )
x μ may reach to 0 or 1, and thus could lead to part of the denominators equal 0, so the equation should redefine as:
The fuzzy relative entropy ( , ) E A B could be used to scale the kindred degree of fuzzy sets A and B . For the asymmetry of ( , ) E A B , another symmetrical fuzzy relative entropy can be define as:
) ( , ) D A B E A B E B A
= + 9 Fuzzy relative entropy provides a reliable standard for the deviation of two fuzzy probability distributions, and the smaller of the fuzzy relative entropy shows that the two distributions are more identical.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND VALIDATE
Inter-turn short circuit is a common fault in inductive motor. The inter-turn short circuit fault diagnosis of inductive motor is realized in this paper through symbolic analysis of stator current signal data of motor. A healthy motor and a inter-turn short circuit motor are selected in the experiment, and the parameters of the two motors are the same, the power is 3 KW , 2 The wavelet coefficients of a signal have the maximum magnitude at the scale corresponding to the pseudo-frequency. Hence, it would be appropriate to choose scales such that the pseudo-frequency corresponds to the frequency of interest. Multiple scales can be chosen as (10). Thus the change of fault signal can be detected more effectively and more shrewdly by focus on fault property frequencies.
As we know, the negative sequence components would appear in stator current when the inter-turn short circuit fault of motor comes up, thus leads to the imbalance of stator current. According to the Parks vector modulus: 
The equation (21) shows that the feature component of the stator winding would appear in 2ω frequency range. So the fault features can be detected by analyzing the frequency range.
Lifting wavelet has the merits that the calculating cost is low, and the consuming resource is less, so it is benefit for detecting the fault of motor. The lifting wavelet coefficients can be regard as one of the time series, so the method of symbolic time series analysis could be used to analyze the coefficients of lifting wavelet. In this paper, the adaptive partition method is adopted and the algorithm is selected which mentioned above. In this test, calculating the relative entropies between sample data and typical health data of motors, and the threshold of anomaly index is chosen to be 0.03. So, if 0.03 M > , it indicates that the motor is operating under anomaly condition. In the method, the threshold h ε is selected to be 0.2 depending on engineering experience. The original number of region in adaptive partitioning is selected 2, and after 4 times iteration, ( ) H n Δ < h ε , it is satisfied with the threshold, so partitioning stops. The symbolic series is partied into 6 symbol regions, and it is represented by symbol set {A B C D E, F}. In order to contrast the results of adaptive partitioning, the results of uniform partitioning for the same symbol are also introduced in this experiment, and the partied regions are 6 too. After symbol partitioning, the symbol statistic analysis is used to calculate the occurrence probabilities of symbols, the probabilities are represented by symbol probability vector 1 2 { , ... } n P p p p . The recognizing results of Figure 9 -10 indicate that, though both the fuzzy relative entropies of two partitioning methods could distinguish the healthy signal and fault signal, the difference of relative entropy between the healthy signal and fault signal is more obviously in adaptive partitioning method than in uniform partitioning method, and the fault signal are recognized more easily in adaptive method. Hence the adaptive partitioning method is more sensitive to the fault signal. Also the robustness and the reliability of adaptive method are even stronger.
The method of relative entropy is also selected for contrasting with the algorithm of fuzzy relative entropy. The experiment data are same. The average results of the two methods are shown in Table 1 . Table. 1 shows that both the two methods could recognize the fault easily, but the entropy difference of fuzzy relative entropy between health and fault is much bigger than the entropy difference of relative entropy between health and fault. That is to say that fuzzy relative entropy has the better reliability and accuracy, and it is more sensitive to fault signal, so it is very suitable for fault detection and recognition. Also, it could greatly reduce the false alarm and missing alarm in the system.
V. CONCLUSION
A new fault diagnosis method of motor based on SATA is proposed in this paper, using STSA to analyze the stator current signal of motor has the merit that could remove the un-essence characters of the signal and remain the key of the signal. The method reduces the amount of calculation and enhances the effectiveness of the calculation. In the step of symbol region partitioning, an adaptive partitioning algorithm is applied, and the regions with more information are partitioned more symbols and those with sparse information are partitioned less symbols. The new method improves the sensitiveness of the fault diagnosis system for weak fault signal. Besides, the fuzzy relative entropy is also introduced in symbol statistic phase in the paper, the application of fuzzy relative entropy improves the reliability and accuracy of diagnosis and it is benefit for the system to detect the incipient inter-turn short circuit fault of motors in early time.
The experiment of fault diagnosis for motor inter-turn short circuit shows that the new algorithm is simple and effective, also it has the more diagnosis accuracy and detection effectiveness than the uniform partitioning algorithm.
